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' The Birch Leaf . Miner,·F~nusa· pusilla (Lepeietier),-has been a pest 
J 
of birch trees in North ~eri~a ~nee its introduction from Europe in .the 
early 1920's. It was first rep~rted in Newfoundland during 1959 on~White 
-\ . - - ' . } . . . 'Bir~.h, ·Be~ula papyri£ era _Mar:sh. Since then dama~e by the l~ea<fner has 
been noted ~annually in the Province, parEicular-ly· on roadside trees • 
nf~s st~y was initoiated in 4872 to de_termi~e _the · n~ber ~of 
generations of F. pusilla per ~~a~~ Newfoundla~d, _ tbe number of larval 
instars per generation, .and the distrib_ution of the insect in bit;ch . 
according to c~:w.er .eosi'tio~ oand, l 'eaf ~ge. · 
' . 
In 197.2 there ·were two complete generations and some individuals 
• • •• • ' .. .. ' f. 
; . 
completed a third gene.ration. to the prepupal s 'tage. There were five larval 
' 
. ins tar·s in: each g_enera ti~n. - All birch leaves were vulnerable to . infestation 
in the first· generatio~, whereas in later generations eggs and larvae were 
. . \ -
more ~bundant,on young leaves of terminal shoots. Larval mor~ality was 
. (. ' 
substantial. 'it decreased · from the firs_.t to third generation 1-n- White 
B~rch whereas in Mountain Whfte Birch,. Betula cordifolia (Reg.) Fern.' 
' 
.. 
larval mortality was extremely high throughout the season. Five larvae 
~ - ...... 
were . cap~b.J,e of totally destroying· the photosynthetic tissue o'f leaves up 
-to 60~. long.·· 
., . Tw~par~s·~toi~ species o f F • . pusi·lla in- Eu-rope, Gryp~~ntr.o~ 
albipes (Ruthe) and Lathrolestes n i gricollis.}fh'!ms.) (bo~~ ,H~eno~~era· : 
• 0 .. , ..... 
• I ' ~ ;..;;. 
!chneumonidae) were r eleased onto Fenusa-infested birch in Aiigust 1972.\ ·~.. . 
!J/' ' 
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The Birch Leaf ~iner._, ~Ferfus~ pusiila (Lepeletier)) is Qwldely 
·distributed thrpughout · Euro~~ ;where it. i_~ a c.ommdh . but not. a ·s~rious . pest 
. . . 
. i~ ··a:ll · b~rch-growing regions (Eichor11 ~nd Pschox:n-Walchez:, -.1973). ·It was 
~ ·. . 
ap.paren_tly in,tro~~ced acciaentall~ f,rom Europe iiJ~O North _Ame~ica in 1923. 
.. " . ~ 
.· (Cheng anq LeRoux, 1965). It w,as reported from Connecticut under the ' name 
:: F. pumila Klug . (~ritt:on, . 1924), and ~~s since spreal thJ;ough~central and 
. . . ' ' ' 
·eastern · United· St;,a~es Cijld parts of Canada, where it; is consid~red to be a 
. ' ~ . . . ' 
1· pest of · _economic impor'tc1nce in 
1973;. 'Cheng and LeRouX·~ 1965). 
fo.rest a~d. orn~enta~· b~r~h Tio.sh:m\to, · · 
The insect was orted ~ausing leal 
' damage to •White Birch (Betula·papyr?-~t'a Marsh) in Newfoundr.<~nd by · Carroll 
/~ 
.and. Parrott · (1959). Since tnen so~e dama.ge to birch ·has been· recorded 
' ·' ~ 0 • -
· annually in the Pr~ince (Canadian · For~st Service, 1960-~973); but it is 
. . . . 
q, 
not consider~d to be of great economic importance (~ewfoundland Forest 









•. · ~ 
The Birch Leaf ''Miner can 'be distingui's,hed from ,~e sp.~l::tes of 
·---------
, . ' " 
sawflies whose l'arvae are known to ''llline · in bireh leaves by the·. presence of 
\ ' ' \ 






. -r.. . ._ . . . 
the f~~st abdominal seginent~ of' secony 1to fdurth . ins'tar larvae (Cheng and . 
. ·, , 
L~lmin{', 196S) '(Pla~ I, p. 3)~ , A ~ey for "di.s~ing~·ish~ng bet~e~n ~h~ ~ix;ch .... 
leaf-mining ·. sawfiies, Pr()fenus~ alumna (MacG~), F. pusilla {~p~ )· and.' 
. ~ , . 
Hetera.rth.rus -nemoratus (Fall.) has~ be~n give n .by Lindquist- ' (1959) • . Th~ · • · 
.. ' \ u- - ~ synono~y ~of · F. _P~silla ha~ ?ern l~s~ by Cheng. (1'967)_ •. Account~ of. ·the · 
habi.ts: ) i t ~;.~le, and hos~s of F. pus~ii~ have been g~ven ~···:~· t he ·New 
. . . 
E!'gland States by Fr-iend . (19-311_'. _an~ q~ebec . by_ Cheng (1967) a nd by 
.. , 
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. · . .v -~:~~/t.~~\\~~---< ' ~. . · .. "~: \ ,' ., . . . ' . ~
;_-.1~~ ~-~.f~--'~~~~~rown tib~ae _and tarsi' (P1at.e Il;, p. 4). M~~ing· _occurs_ on · the upper_: · ... 





... • • ,. c. • • • . , : ~:. • • • • 
' ·:, leaf sur!ace c;>f _host trees (Blate III,· p. 5). · Eggs a~e ~aid into the · 
: . ' . ~ ~ . . ' . ~ .. - . . . : . . . . .. 
·palisade mesophyll, of buds .~r ·young le~v~s _'(}?late IV, p~· , 5) and the larvae 
I
• ·- . .. ' ·: . . . . ' • . . . . . . _ ' 
., .. , ' . " . 
r~main in th'e .. same leaf. th~~ugh~ut their ~ev~lopment. Mines of early-. 
,. ' 
0 ~ • "t~~ .4 ., ., 
ins~ar larvae are. kidney-shaped, whereas later-instar larvae tend .to ·be 




grega'rious and . . ~he~r. mines may coales·ce ~Plat;e~ VI, p. 6; . ·yrr, p; 7). Full- · 
~,-grown l 'arvae . drop from 'leaves'· f<jrm coccoons i~. the soi~' and develop into 
prepupae, in which ' form they 'overwinteY'· (Plate VIii, p. 8) • 
. . . . 
. Cheng 
. 1 • .. 
( 196 7) W.f!S dmcerned with the .bi~logy of F. · pus ill a in 
~ .. . ' . . . . ~:?\, ~ ". 
I ~-




Guevr~mon t~;- (·,i.?}o) s tudi~d ·F. p~silla in Grey . 




Marsh,. in· th'r~e .-h~b:itats on Mt. Bellevue, Quebec. · 
': , a 0 
' ·' . . . . "' . 
This study was ·~ndertaken ' to determine the 0number of ' generations 
. . .,. ~.: ' I . \ • . . 
; 
' . 
p4silla .per year in Newfound!~~· · the -nu~ber of larval instars per 
'' . -~ ~g~riiration, t he dist~ibution of. the insect in birch according .to crown 
, • , fl • • • ~ \1 • ~ 
, . . 3' .. . 
posit-ion' and leaf age•, and th'e rtumbers of. 'larvae capable of 'totally 
.. . .., ' ··. . 
destroying ,.leaves o·f different sizesl· 
' . 
. ' 
Host trees were White B~rch a9d 
I , · , . • \I 
. . ' 
. Moun~ain 'White Birch, ·n; cordifolia (Reg. ) ~ern, ' . ' Simultaneously, respon- 'I • • 
• • I 
$~bility ~as taken for .first release into North Am~rica· f rom E~rope, of 
II ~ : I o 
• ~ ,1 • ' ". • • • • Jt • •• 
Pri~p'oda ni gric.olli s. (Tho~sJ) (Hymen~ptera: Ichn_eutionidae) · a~d of . G!'Ypocentrus 
' . . . 
' •' 
' .. . .. 
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PLATE I. F. pusilla larvae, 3rd and 4th instars, showing 
the characteristic black marks on the ventral 





PLATE II. F. pusilla, male, on birch leaf. 
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PLATE- l.V· · F. 'pusilla, ·o¥~positing f emale. 
'· 
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·PLATE V ,' __ Upper · surface -of · birch leaf, '· showing grey 
. · blotches· caused , by deveJ.of~_ng -~ggs of : 
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'o-f birch leaf: showing mines 

































PLATE VII. Birch leaf, showing mines and larvae of 
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"' .MATERIALS AND METHODS 
. f 
The deve~opment of F. pusilla ·larvae and the progress of destruction 
to .infested leaves was determined by repeat'ed observations of marked leaves 
on three · trees ·~ a ~ite Birch· ?-t Wild Cove Poin.t (Tree ·1)·, a White Birch 
at Pasadena Field Station (Tree 2)', and~ a Mountain Whi.te Birch (Betula 
. ' 
cordifolia (Reg.) Fern.) in Pasadena Nu.rsery -(TreEQ 3). Leaf ~amples were 
coi~ected repeatedly from ~he vicinity of ,these··· three trees . (si\:_1-'3.). 
. . 
Occa'sional collec tfons were made from Fenusa-·infested birchr at thirteen 
,other places, mo~tly from alongside the Trans-Canada Highway, in central· 
and western ; Newfou~dland. 
·Description ·of Sampling Sites and Sample Trees 
~ild Cove Point ·is a · c~p-si.te 1 mile · east of Corner B_rook, west 
Ne;found'"land. The site has a southerly aspect· to the mouth of the Humber 
River. Tree 1 was one of several White Birch of .similar.height growing on 




the edge of a clearing cut in construction 'of the camp~site~ The tree was .~ 
fully exp~sed on the no_rth' ~ide, ~nd partly shaded by other birch on the 
... 
· south. Beneath the tree was. exposed.mineral soil. 
Field Station is about 2o miles north~east of Corner 
Brook. w~s growing in a . field· adjacent to the Station and was .one. 
Birch of the same height, each one fully exposed on all 
sides (Plate IX\ p. 10) • . . Ground vegetation benea.th the trees was dense. 
( 
Tree 3 was growing· alone i~ a seed-bed in the.: fasadena Fares t · 
Nurser)., about 50 yar~s from T~ee 2. It-was t~e Only. fntain W:.ite B~rch 
, of its size in the nursery. 'fl1e seed-bed was kept wee"d-free (Pl~te. X, p. 11) • 
. ~ Q 






PLATE IX. Tree 2, White Birch at Pasadena Field Station 
in July 1972. 
10 
PLATE X. Tree 3, Mountain White Birch in Pasadena 




. . , 
Within 20 feet ~f Tree 3 there was a~bed 6ontafning· Fenusa-infested White 
•• -c-, . 
• 
Birch,. 4. years old: 
. . 
. ' . 
Particuia~s of the locations of the sample sites, and heights of 
.. ~ v • 
·:-~ . ·.· ·'tit~j~mple t~e~s are given in Table I, ·below. 
· · · - ~~ .·r . 
·, 
·. 
TABLE I. · Locations of sampling sites and heights · of 
sample trees. 
Tree · Species Loc·.ftion Lat. Long,' Tree height (June 1972) :'metres .· · 








· Mountain White • Pasadena 3 Forest 1 49°01 f 57'0 36' 1.0 Birch Nu.rsery ·. ·~· · ;: · -
~ 
.._, 
Non-Destructive . s'am2ling 
I ~ . 




1-. bottom croWn,. inner region; 
-shaded leaves ~dj~cent ~o~main stem. 
ii = b~~tgm ·c-rown, outer region; ' 
......-- . 
:. ~ e:xposed le~ves. j ·.· 
. __ , · iii = mid-crown~ inner, shaded leaves. 
_.........- ., . . 
J\ 
. ' l ',., 
-.. iv = mid-c~own, outer, exposed leayes. 
. . 
v = leading shoot, . e~posea leaves. 
.. ' • ;> • 
For the two White Birch, ?O leaves·per region were numbered in ink 
















.. . . -
. 
. -· 
they · were clos~ to the main stem (-'shaded three 
regions leaves ·were num~·~.....:.froni the · tips of , shoots do~wards): so as to 
~ ..... ,.. ' ' . . . ' , . .. ·. ' 
sample leaves which w~re . !ulJy exppsed to light at t~~tart of sampling 
·;;- ' . 
('exposed leaves'). Thirty leaves p~r regi<in· were marked similarly on the " 
• 6 
·Mountain White Birth': Leaves were e~amin~d twice a we~k ·from ~id-Ju~~~ to 
<b • 
late August. 'Leaf ·age, presence of eggs. and larvae, and an estimate of . 
. ' \ 
. . . 
percent .damage··attributable to· Fenusa in each .leaf., · werj reco~ded on each · 
occas~on~ ~umber~ ~f eggs· and larvae were estimated with or without a hand 
lens. Egg presence was . assumed when upper leaf surfaces shb~d· g~ey 
blotches i' (P.late v~ Po 6) 0 Presence ol ,larvae waS ~~ed by pr~se_nC~£ . 0 
~arva.\. : mines (Plates ~r. ~:a V\II, P~· 6 ·and 7)/ 
mation:of ~~e developm~ntal period of eggs . and 
The method allowed esti- . 
. . 
larvae in individual leaves 
.... 
, .. 
. , . t ' . ('Case histories'), and provided infonnation on intra-era~ distribution 
I . -
'of F~O:~sa • . r 't was assumed. that marking with. a pen would not adversely 
r , .() o • J! • 
._: _~ffe~~ leaves ~r 'larval deyelopm(mt. _' Leaves 'were _not removed from Trees 
\" 1 and "2. Samples:were taken from Tree 3. 
. 
Destructive. Sampling ..... 
. A destructive sampling method was also used. Leaves ·were-p'icked 
' ..J 
~ · 'from birch grbw'ing within. 20 feet ·of each~ of "I:re~s 1 and 2, used in' non- · 
. ,• . . t:; 
_, 
•, destructive ·· sampling. Since Tree~ was the only one 
. . ;, .. . . . l 
I \ 
of its kind in the . . 
... 
_ , 
nurs~r~:samp1es were taken from it. ~ves showing 
·or f~~ae•or both were picked .. indiscri~ai:e-r--..c.~. upper: croWn regions 
"of trees at the . . ' three sites (equivalent to crown regions iv artd v of the 
~:;::;:· . ~ 
non- destructive me~hod). Infested l e aves only w~re t~kert so tnat· the 
.. ·  . 
0 ( 
, · maximum information on the biology. of the. leaf · min~r might be obtained • 
' l ' I 
I 
. : . 
. · " . 
A sample·• ot 50 ·leaves per ~ite was p~d(ed i nit4-ally on each 






. ... ... 
·' 
•• 4 • 
. ·. 
.·, 
., ~ . 









0 . . . 
' 14 
·occasion. _Analysis- aft"e~ the first · few weeks showed · thJt ·a · 30-leaf sa!Dple· 
' ' '.. : 
-..,. ' . 
was adequate to .stabilize the _variance: . · Therefore ~0-leaf . samples were ' 
.. . . ~ . ... , . 
·, 
taken after 20 July·; . All . fi_gures•were . conver;ted to numbers per-,50 lea~e~. 
\ . . •, .. 
·Destructi-ve le~f. :·sampl~s .w~re' .• i:ol~ected. · ~wice. a 'week. from: l9 ·J~ne. 'to 
•• ' () . . ' " .. , . . • •·• ! . • . • • 
22 ,l\ug~~t an4 the~ once' ··a· week unti~ leat'-bll. ·' sampling. was co~plet.ed ~n f 
. . B : .. . .; . ~ " . . . ." . . . . • ·. . . . . . . . 
. 18 October. Lem.res. were plac~d ·iri polythene bags and e~her disse~cted soon 
'. ~ . 0 ·. . . _, . . ·":...-,l· 
after, ;or stored at b· C for later examination.· Larvae· .. and exuviae from . .:.~ .. 
· Q 
. ' .. : . • ' • • - ... .. - - . ·, . ..,.i.. . ' ~ 
tilCfie ' samples wcr:e prese~ved i~ KMD ·o·. part · yellow kerosene, ., 7 parts ·ethyi 
• ' , , : ' ·a " ' · ' ' · c 
• - • ' "' ' ' ~ - • ¥ •• 
, . a~cohgl,, _i Piir~s gl_acial acet~acid . and l part Diox~ne~. ·.· , ' 
Before. dissectior:t all leaves'\ werci .. cat~.gorlzed __ and t;h:· percent · . 
" I • 
9amage .attributable· 'to Fenusa -was· estimated. LEmgtits of leaves showing • 
• :.,.c. . 
-total destruction were recorded separ:ately and compared with the number bf 
.larva.c1 that ~ere .. res~onsible for this'. destruction. The number of eggq, ~ . . 
'-live larvae in t!a~h insta·r, and dead larvae in each instar ~ .. were recorded 
.. .t. .. . ""'· - · 
, , I 
.~ 
for each lc.af. 
Leaves were categori~ed as follows: 
1 ~ .. ...-.JJ,. 
,_.; 
B = Bud. "l 
. . Y == • Youn~ leaf, not. fulfY opened • . · 
. .. 
Hyb.=' Young rna~iue le.af, fupy' ~xp~nded and, distinguished from mature leaves 
• · N 
by having· a 'young' lear texture • . I . 




, A ·c'omparison of the accuracy of estimating ftuinbers- of eggs and 
• ' • f •• 
i •' 
lat:Vae .in in.tact' leaves in the field wa's made with .counts\~hen the same 
leaves were dlssected und~r.a binocular rnicrosc~pe. Other facto~s used .. 
when computing the number and duration of getterati~ns,of th~ leaf miner 
. ' 
were : estimates of abundance of adults throughout the summer; the period 





















-~ . . 
.. 




the .~~~q1en·~; of · o:~cu~re~c7. ~f leaves from wh:l.c~ ~ture 'larvae had emerge~. 
~h~ Province were . , B\anch ·:samples c~llected from · thirteen other· placgs · ~n. 
~ - .. . . ·, · , . . . . . _: . 
·-:~·~ ::ti~~pared with ,samples from ~he 'three main· --~ites. · 
. ~ti 
<I 'lr' 
• ~l •• ~ · ) o T 
. L• 
. Aq:uracy, of Field. Cotintfng .· 
. ·, ' . . :·~ 
The .a¢c,uracy ·of field-<;:ounting eggs and larvae was tested· on 4 and 
. I . . . .. . 
·, I : : ' ' ' ' . I • t o ' ' " ~ • ' • Q (lo 






5 July, ·for . 10-leB:f- samples on both .occasions. ·The field ·. count ·fqr each · ., . ' 
0 
. .. 
' . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
leaf .. (F) was co'mpared wi~h th~ number .~f . eggs and. · lar~af. -. found _ on· dissection 
.. .. . ,, . 
' "!I • 
· of the leaf und~r . a binocu~ar milroscope (M) • 
. error 'Wa~ -calculated as follows: . 
M-F % Error = --~ x ·100 M • . 
Index of Adult Abun'dance 
An i~dex of adplt abundance (IAA) was d~fermined by . cou~Eing the 
' . . 
number of. adult Fen~sa -~een in a !-minute. search of.' upper surfaces of 
·. . 
leaves of samJl~t:; trees· on each sampling · date.· - . Occurrence ?f ma~ing was 
. 
also noted-; .. } 
. . ' 
.L 
The Soil .Period 0 ,. 
The period betwe«:p .fi~al in~tar larvae enteri-q.g the soil and the 
\~ . 
emerge~c~ ?f ad~Its· (the \.soil period') was det.ermined by collecting 50 ·;., 
.a. 
.. larvae. as they .emerged from leaves allld by placing them · i~~i~idually in · 
-\ 
co'ntainers filled with finely ~~ev'ed· soil. These were kept in the -labor-
ator~ until the adults e~erged~ / 
Occgsional cSamplfng from ·otnE!r Areas 
~. ~ . ~ 
. ,· ' 
;;:  
0 . ,, • . . " ,. . 
··: · A total of 3,5 samples o~ Fepu'aa-infested ~ire~ foliage was coll~-~t;ep .· 
by membera of the Canadian Forestry Service from ·P places other tha·n fh~: 
.  ;r: ~: .. 
-·-








three.iai~ c~llect~ng sites durihg 1972. Tnese were casual collections 
.!Jnd w-ill be .called ~branch · s~ple~' to distingu~sh· them .from destru~tive 
and non-destruct~ve samples. Each branch sample co~sisted of part of 'the · 
' .. . . 
upper crown region of an infested birch (equivalent to ·crown regions iv 
and v of the non~destructive. sampling). From each sample 10 shoots were 
cut, each shoot beari~g· a minimum of 10 leaves. The leaves of ·each shoot . 
we~e numbered f~om 1 to 10, from the tip.of the shoot downwards. Thus 100 
leaves per sample were examined. Each leaf was categorized (B, Y, · My or M) 
I 
and t~e perc~nt damage attributrble to 
(\ 
F. pusilla wa~ estimated. The 
leaves'were then dissected and the numbers.of eggs and larvae counted under 
a binocular microscope~ Through these procedures each leaf provided infor-
- ~mation comparable to .each one from destructive samyling at th~ three main 
sites, ~!though the method of leaf selection· was different. 
The Number of Larval Instars per Generation 
The number of larval instars in the development. period was deter-
mined by countin~ the number of exuvi?e.in vacated le~f mines an9 by 
relating •this number to the number of larvae kfio~· to have occupied the . 
mines. · Tpus, if ·one larva had occupied a mine .and 4 exuvihe were found ·, 
it was concluded that there had been 5 larval instars. This information 
,._ . 
was abtained from·the des~ructive !eaf sa~ples collected at the three main 
sampli:ng ~ites. 
. ) 
The head-capsule widths of 100 KAAD-preserved larvae were measured 
. ~ 
'- ,_.,_ 
using a Leitz-Weitzlar microscope at X160, with an eyepiece graticule that 
allowed measurement to the nearest 0.025mm. Of the 100 larvae measured, 
, . 
, . 
20 were known to be i~ the first instar (ab;ence of black marks on thorax ' 
and abdo&en)' .30 were est:imated to oe in the second" or t~ir!f instar, 3Q 














' ' ,~ .-: 
.. 
were estimated to be in the third or fourth inst~r, 
\ 
17 
were known to 
be in the final instar (non-feeding and lacki~$ the 
~~ 20 
bl ck marks on thorax 
. 
and abdom~n) . 
An estimate of the. duration of ~ach larval ins tar 
. . 
case histories of leaves marked on/ the 
',...,-/ 
three. sample trees. 
was made' from 
'I 
Larval Mortality;; . .. '.· ( ./ 
Estimates of larval mortality in the 'tnree tr,ees were made in two 
.. · 
ways. The first method was to count ·the number of living aq.d ·dead· larvae · 
. 
when leaves · were dissected. - The second metfiod was by calculating the 
percentage mort'ality from the difference between total' numbers of first 
. ' . . 
o · instar larvae and full-grown larvae counted in the destructive· leaJ 
samples. 
I , 
lnt'ra-Crown Pistd.bution of Eggs and Larvae 
The distribution of ovip9sition sites in the three sample trees. 
\' 
was determined from th~ no'n-destructive sainpling data. Total 'mimbers of 
' . ~ eggs and larvae estimated.in each crown region were ranked from 1 (greatest 
[' 
numbe·rs) t.o 5 for each. sampl,e data. An average Rarik Order, of ·numbers 




tages of sampled leaves showing presence of ,one or more eggs or larvae in 
, . 
each crdwn region were ~lso ranked from 1 to 5. 
Distribution According to Leaf Age 
Every in~st~d leaf was ..categor.izeQ before dissection into one of 
: ... 
the four leaf age-classes (B, '(, My', · or M). From ··this ini'ormation, and 
the ' ·numb~'r of eggs and larvae .in each· ins tar counted in every leaf, the 
per~ent showing eggs, e a rly-ins tar larvae, lat.e-ins~ar larvae, .and the 
\ 









·per~ent from which. full-grown larvae had .emerged, was calculated" for each 







Damage to Leaves 
· A number of leaves ~ontainiJI.g mines · occ~pied by one larva only were 
drawn ~o scale on squared paper. The mines were traced and their areas 
calculated. · ]he mine areas of 10 larvae in each instar were · determined in 
'\. 
.this way.. . 
~· 
Also, leaves which were completely.destroyed 
dis sec ted ··and· the numbers of individuals responsible 
determined. This was d9ne fqr 140' leaves, 10 in eash .of 14 leaf-~ength 
classes. Leaves, were from 2~ ~o 85nun. ·loQ.g and w~re categoriz·ed by Smm •. 
intervals. The numllliM's of l 'a~ae ·respo~sible for total de~t.ruction of each 
.~ ~leaf-length class were then counted. All larvae were included, i. ~· 10 · 
IS• 
~larvae might mean 10 second-instar larvae . ~ere responsible for the 
~ -~ 
Q • • 'destruc.tion, or 10 fourth~instar 18.rvae were responsible·, or it might mean 
. '""' . . . 
any combination of larval ' stages was responsible· for the damage. A · 
' ;-:.· ,.. 
. ' "•. ' ', .. : .. 
Regression Analysis was performed for the logarithm of numbers of larvae 
~ 

























\ .: I RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
' . ' • 
' .... , 
. 
The Numb'er o( Geqerations per Year and. 
their Duration 
rn the field' it was difficult- to estimate the numbe'rs of. eggs and 
larv.ae in the mark~d leaves. Sometimes it was po,s'sible to hold a leaf. up 
to the sun and count tije larvae inside the . leaf. When leaves were wet the 
upper epidermis above leaf mines wa~transparent and larva~ in the leaf 
~ 
could be counted with ease. On most Qccasions on[y. an estimate w~s 
possible.· 
The percent error in field co'unting, eggs and larvae . ranged from 
. \ 
-80 to +60. · This showed .that estimates of numbers ~fi mark~d leaves lacked . 
precision. The results of two comparativ~ tests to determine · percent 
erro~ are giyen 1 in Table II, page 20~ 
.. . 
.\· . 
· Observation showed that the period _from oviposition· to eggs 
. 
be~oming apparent ·as minute 'grey-blotc~~s on upper leaf surfaces was about 
8 days for b~th birch species. 
Case histories for individual leaves showed th&t the period from 
eggs becoming apparent in leaves to emergence as _full-grown l?r:vae was f'l'om 
·14 to 33 (average 22) days in White Birch (Table III, p. 21). In the small 
. 
number of leaves of Mountain White ·Birch in which larvae 'developed tb '· 
.. 
emergence, the develbpment period-was · 17 to 3~ (average 21) d~ys (Table 
III). 
I' ..-
From Site 1 Destructive s ampling data show two peaks' __ of larval 
f~ • . : (' . - ..J:· " 
abundance, in J~e- early July, . ~nd in August .(Ta}'le IV, p. 22; __ Fig .... 1.. '' 
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Compar1.son· between field ~stimates (F)" and 
microscope. coun_ts (M) of F. pusilla eggs · 
and larvae in two sampl~s each of 10 
infestad leaves, expr~ssed.as Per~ent Error. 
. 2 -~e' 2. · .5 July' Tr~e 3. -~July . · 
F % Error • F M % Error 
11 0 7 7 0 •, 
1 ..:.66 26 21 .+25 
2 10 -80 32 25 +28 
.. 
8 5 +60 1.7 11 ·-+SO. 
5 13 ·-s6 • 15 12 . +25 
. . 
. , 
6 7 -14. 
. ~ q . 
. 18 17 + ·5 
I : ·; 
8 8 0 . .. ' 8 5. +60 
·~ 
4 4 0 
,.•, . 
6 4. +so 
-55 ·11 17: -30 
I" 
11 'g • +22 • 8 11 - 27 
. • • lt , 
·' 
.. .. ' 
. ;_ 
~ .•. 
• ~ • 0 
. ' 
. . . t . 
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. ~ .. 
Case his~ories div.id.ual leav~s .giving periods. of 
development of E. pusilla ·first generation eggs and 
larvae . in White Birch (Trees 1 & ·2).and Mountain· 
'White · Birch (Tree )) in 1972'. (Development p~rio~ is 
~ from egg blotches ~ecomin~ visible ~o c~ergence of 
full-gro"" larvae.) ' :.. 
. 21 
Obse~ving Egg Blotches Deve lo p~en t Period· Frequency 
19- .June 21 2 
19- 24 2 .. 
. ' 
21..: · 19 1 
' 13- Juiy 26 1 
.,_ 
oX ... 22•5 N' =o 6 




7 27 3 
"' ~ ~ 12-· July 33 
. . 
I 
X =· 22 .- 3 N = 7 
/ 28- June 
' 
. 17 ·1 
28:- 19 2 
. I' 
2~-: . • 34 1 
• 4- July·1. 21 2 
\. ,.  
7- .. 20 2 
-· 
o• 






















-· 22 . 
rABLE IV. Numbers of eggs ~nd larvae ~f F. pusilla a~ Wild Coye 
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- I 2 . 3 4 ' 5 
.. 
.. 
84 0 0 
I65 115 0 
I62 223 0 
, ... 
183 144 .• 0 
186 
113 
123 . 64 
148 133 































s 33 ' 
10 15 . 
~ -
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. 22 8 
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JSee Fi gure 1, p. 23. oJ • 
~· 1 
Total 'I:otal eggs 
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; 
Numbers of eggs· and larvae· -~f · F. p~sil·la . itt 
"White Birch at Wild Cove Point per 50 
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·Larvae . ' . • ' 
.. , . 
·-
E . L:' etc, :Predom'i nant 
\ . 







Sept. 15 30 Oct. . 15 31 
I . 
1972 ~ 
: ir . 
. - ,· 0 . 
.. ~ · ... 
I 
_b 
. 'y . 24 
peak~ •. Data from 'site 2 is similar, except that numbers of larvae were 
greater in August than at SitE 1 (Tab1e V, 
, The Index · of Adult Abundance I~) 
"' 
p. 25; Fig. 2, p.' 26); 
for the three trees · (Table VI, 
p. 27) shows that adults were present from early June .to Septeml:ier. For " 
Trees 1 and 2 th_e Index showed three high periods: in late June, in· late 
July and ·in mid-August. Adults were s .een ori Tree 3 'from ear.ly June to late 
August in greater n_umberl? than on the qther- t"lo trees on most occasions. 
It seems likel~ that adu1~s were attracted to this .. isolatE!d ·~ountain White 
Birch from a bed of 4 year old White Birch, 30 feet away. 
. . I 
' ~ 
, The- percentage of \Fenusa...:damaged. leaves showing _presence of eggs 
and larvae in Tree 1 (Table VII, p. 28; Fig. 3, p. 29) indicated mid-July, 
and mid-August a~ the times when "large -numbers of larvae emerged from 
. . 
leaves, by the sudden drop " in percentage of leaves' conta-ining .larvae. 
These two times were presumed to in.dicate rtear-completion of two generatio,ps. 
-
. . 
Under lab orator? conditions, the ·soiJ- Period • was from 9 to 39 
. 
·(average_ 2._0) days (Table VIII, p. 30).. U]lder field conditions this· period 
'. . 
_would probably be longer in early sununer and shorter in late summer, ~hen 
soils w~re warmer. The soil period would probably be influenced by _ the 
I 
. ' . · 
insulating effect of ground vegetation. 
At Wild Cove Point the leaf miner apparently had 2 complet~ gener-: 
ations and a ·small portion of the population ·completed a third generation 
by reaching the prepupal (overwintering) stage: The first generatio-n 
-J . . . 
commenced op or about 7 Jun~ and terminated about 24 July, · a ·duration of 
"V 
· 47 .days. This i~ supp~rted by the estimates ·of 1 day petween adult emer-
. ~ 
egg-layin'g, 8 d<tys 'for egg development, 22 days fo~ larval 
. . 
gence and 
development, and ·zo da~_s for the soil period, a· total of 51 days. Adults· 
·' 
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J~:. , .TABLE V. Numbers of eggs and ..J.arvae of F • p~silh at .. Site 2, 
. Pasadena~ per·· 50 infested leaves in 1Q72 . 
....... """-&:.. 
Larval Ins t ars Total Tota l _Eggs 
· Date Egi?,S 1 2 3 · 4 5 Larvae and Larvae · 
?- •July . 10 '22 107 170 17 5 321. . 331 
-# .., 
. 
. ' 7- ~12 23 \09 120 46 12 
lJ 








14- 32 59. 102 .94 36 1 , . . 292 324 
> 
.. 
19- 49 · 92 76 39 18 
·- 4 229 278 
.. 
22- 8 58 103 47 .dO 0 218 227 
.. 
. ,;."J: ~ • 
282 25- 107 67 112 . 75 75 3 389 
, 2- Aug .. 0 50 55 ' .. 37 . 2-8 t' 7 177, 178 
4- t 0 65 25 20 50 .. 2 1'62 162 . . 
. 
9- 27 48 13 33 ~ 28 3 125 152 
.I 
14- 0 35 23 - 23 32 5 118 118 
18- '10 52 130 102 40 0 32"4' .) 334 , . 
.. 
.. ~ 
. 20- · 8 47 68 '1 ~ 42 . ' 8 '240 . . 248 . .. 




' 30-· . '0 8 . . 8 17h· 25 0 58 58 
·~ 
15- Sep_t . . -- --../ 
21- 0 .. 0 0 . . 60 30 0 90 90 . 
' . 
Jl 
27~ 0 28 22 17 5 0 72 72 
.(. t # J ,..o ~- Oc t. 0 . o 0 17 ·. o · 17 . 17 
·' 
. 
13- 0 0 o· 4Z 
. 
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~~ ~ . / .... ' -~ .. · 
Numbers of larvae Qf F. pusilla in Whit.e .· Birch : ·' 
'at Pasadena per 50' infested leaves· in 1972. 
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TABLE VI: Ab~dance '(of·· F. pusilla . ( IAA) <?D three sample . 
:..__.- ,. · _ .. ·trees used in Non-Destructive .sampling, 1972 . 
·Numbers :are those counted · in a 1-m:i.nute · . . 
irtteryal. M .= mating was 'observed, 0 . = no . 
; adults- ·seen, - .- .+ no c;lata~ · 
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. · TABLE VII. % of l.e~ves· showing _presence of F. · pusilla eggs: 
and . larvae. in 5 crown -regions of Tz;ee 1, Wild; 
Co~ve -P.oint, .as obtained from · Non-~estructive · 
·sa;mpling _ in·_- 1972. ' · 
' 
, 
Crown Regions ) 
Date 
i ;i.i iii . iv y 
ol9- Jtine 
, .. 
22 10 24 .{+0 20 
. /\ ' 
. 
' 1:f 30 21- 20 22 32 
"'Q 
. ' 
.24-. 24 26' 12 ' . 32 40 
, . 




: 29.: 28· . . 28 12 32 46 
. 
3.:· July. 28 .. 28 -12 3i 46 
6- 28 34 16 32 ' . . 52 
\'1 ... ._ 
• 
' '10- :, 6 22 .a. 18 46 
13- 0 18 4 16 24 
' . 
. . 
17 ' 0 8 4 · 14 22 ' 
,, 
. ' 
24- 0 14' 0 ·2 26 
~ . 31- 0 -Z2 2 · 6 26 
' . 
~~ .. 
8- Aug. 0 ~ 10 · 2 4, 36 
. ~~- , 
15-. . 0 4 . 2 0 • 6 
• 
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Perc·entages ·of leaves· .. showing presence of eggs 
and_ larVae ·of_F. pusilla in 5 c~oWn . re&ions. 
(i to v) of White Birch (Tr~e 1) at Wild c~ve . 
Point'"in 1972~ •· 
.· 
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TABLE VIII. Number of days qe~wee~ emergence of F. pusilla 
larvae from leaves· arid their emergence from 













































x ·= 20.5 days 
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p. 2 7). · Leaves fr~;>rn which mature .lanrae h~d emerged were ob~?erved first \ 
. . 
on 6 July. The ·period of greatest emerge_n·ce· _wa~ frojn 13 to · 24 July. .:Thus 
it is likely that emergence of second- generation a~ult~ extended fro11t'about 
. . . 
This conclusion is supported .. oy th,e index· of adult· 
. ~ . 
24 July. to mid-August. 
abunda nce which showed 
. . . : ' . l ' 
~ virtual absence of adult· Fenusa at Wild _Cove Point . 
. l 
. " between 23 _·June and 21 July (Table VI, p. _27), and by ·the· increase. in the 
. 
numbers of eggs after 27 July (Tabl'E~ IV, p • . 22; Fig; 1, · p~ ·'23) • . · 
I • 
. ! . . 
A second generation commenced on · or about 24. July ai1d terminated . 







about 7 September, a . duratlon o~ 4-s' ,days. Adults were .suddeniy .'ab-~nd~nt: ' .. 
. - . 
' 
and seen rna ~ing o_n :24 July. This peak of adult abundance was }o~lowed by ·- . 
l" . • : ' ... ·"' . .. 
. . ·a peak in egg a~d larval abundance (Fig. )) • T~ere. was a substantial drop 
• 
in inc;tdence of larvae fro\n 10 .A_ugust. ~~-
..... -::~~ I •: • I ... 
There wa~~ con,siderable ·overlap between . the first and secopd gener.;. 
at·ions. This is sl!pported by. a· case his tory of a leaf ln which eggs were · 
. first seen -on 13 July and· fro~ which larvae '. had ~merged by 8 A~g~st. This 
most -likely re~resen'ted ' a· precocious ·second generation from which thi-rd 
' , · 0 I 0 , ' I o o ' " ' . ' ' 
.' generation adults might · h.-;1ve developed by late ~ugust, . wh~n . t~e bulk of . . 
' . . ' '• 
< · the popularton was .still_ in ___ the .. second generation_. · The · peak of larval 
. ' . ·.- - _ ____:...-~---~-· . . .. '• . , . . . . 
- . abundance on l3 Ju~ydn Tree -1· (Fig. 1, p. 2-3) could also indicate a second 
.. ' ' -· . . , ' . . 
ge_neration; · however ~his could also be explained by sampling error. 
< . After 21 Augtt adult Fenus> wer.; sca1'ce ·•t 1/ild Gave Point ·(Table 
VI, p. 27) and sma~·l n~mbe~s ,of (ggs were fou~,d u~1~il , 20 September. A few 
' .. 
l arvae in all ins t a r s wer e present until the l a st sampl i ng 'date on -18-
. . : . ' 
Oct ober. 
I 
Most early-in.s t ar lar vae found from late September onwards _-were 
Early- instar larvae cannot fotm soil cocoo_ns (Cheng and· LeRoux, f965) : · 
' I ' • _ .. - ------··~_... - _. - , • • , r 
, Pr~babiy many of· the fully_-:.gtown-lcirvae-tilat-e~erged prior to : leaf fall 
. - ---·- . . ( . 
---
_ l - --
-· .. , 
.,.i • 
-· 




.. t . : 
: .. ~ 
. . 
.. ' .. ' , . 
. ' 
32 
(mid~October) entered the soil and formed overwintering coccoons. These 
• , 0 · -
individuals represented· a third· generation·. It is a!'so probable. that some 
of the secon~-generation.larvae that emerged from leaves from late-kllgust 
onwards overwintered as prepupae. 
At Pasadena, Fenusa in Tree 2 also had two comple~nd ' a partial 
third generation. Adults were abundant from 7 June more t.r l'~ss contin-
uously .until 30 August, only a brief absence being recorded from 3 .to. 11 
July' (Table VI, p. 27), and it seems likely th(; th~re was a more pro~racted 
first generatio~ tha~ at Wild Cove Point. ~elayed emergence of adults 
might have resulted from the soil "remaining cool . due to the insula_tion. 
afforded by the thick herbaseous ground cover. Leaves from which larvae 
had emerged were first seen on 5 July, i.e. ·within one da~ of that recorded 
at Wild Cove. Numbers of larvae did not decrease appre-ciably· unt,:il 9 
August and t~ere was a further subf'1 tantial dee!rea~e on 30 August (Fig. 2, 
· : 1 · .rr 
p. 26). It is conciuded "that between 7 June and 30 August (84 days) mos~ 
'insects completed 2 generations, the . firs't from 7 June to 15 July (38 
· ·.days), the second froin. about .15 ~uly to 30 August ~4'6 days). As at Wild 
Cove Poin't, there was overlap between the two generation~ • 
After 30 August, adults, eggs and early-instar larvae were scarce, 
I ' ' 
although ·.fi.v~ late-in.star larvae were· found up to and including 13 October. 
' 
-It seems likely ·that some second-generation and some. third-gener?tion 
prepupae overwint~red .' 
. . 
' Figure 4, p. 33: 
· A composite graph for comparison between 
.· ~ . 
Trees 1 and 2 is given in 
· Although the Mountain White Birch (Ttee 
.. - ' . 
3) . in Pasadena Nursery· was 
. . . 
more heavily infested with Fenusa than the . other two trees, relatively-few 
, . 
larvae developed beyond .the second instar (Table IX, p • .34); ·Adults were 
' 
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Numbers o~ lary.~e of F. pusilla ~i~ White 
at Wild Cove·P int·(Tree 1) and Pasadena 
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Numbers ·of larvae of F. pusilla in Mountai-n White 
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abundant from 7 June to l~tc August (Table VI, p. 27) arid were obyiously · 
. . 
more plentiful than on the other two sample . tree~. ~ Since few larvae 
"'"''""'' ., ·t .\,,'.•.~~ac.hed maturity ·on Tree 3 it is concluded that many of these ad~lts came 
-~.Q,m other White Birch. in thc -vicinit.y. A group of 4 year White 'Birch in 
... . 
• a nearby seed-bed i~ the nursery wa,~ heavily infeste~ with Fenusa. Many of 
. , 
d1e leaves on these nearb'y birch · trees showed t~a~ larvne successfully 
emerged in contrast with the Mountain White Bi:rch from which few larvae 
.. ... 
' , 
emerged,. "The graph sl~owing numbers of · live larvae in Tree 3 (Fig. 5, p. 
' 35) is quite different from those for Trees 1 · and .2 (F.igt_.~r'es 1 and 2 .--pp; 
.- ---23 and 26). One peak in early · Ju_ly repre'sents the · firs~ generation.· From 
. . I . I • • • 
. --~--.-::::-::·~rY-August the ~wilber ~.f larvae_ increav.sed' substantia~ly. b.~.t 
. · -::~· these were m~re advanced · than the second ins tar. 
\ . 
':cry few of 
- . 
LeaV_?S from whici1 matute .larvae, 16ad_ eme~ged were first seen on ,1_1 
. • ' ~ t, •• 
July and were found only•in cro~ region i. 
It is concluded that, in Tree 3~ the first generation commenced on 
• 0 ., . 
"t 
or about 7 June and terninated abo~t:_. ~1 July for some ·individu~ls: many 
failed to·reach the pr~pupal st~ge. Some second generatio~ adults jrom. 
' these prcpupac. plus adults from· surrounding trees were . respon"sible for the 
' ' 
•• ., . . . 0 . ~ ' . 
increase in numbers of eggs from 1 August (Table IX, p. 34). Thereafter 
.· , 
the number of eggs and early-instar larvae increased ma~kedly in most 
' ' ' 
leaves, and the numbe£s of larvae r emained high unti.l . .13, October. Late-
. ~ 
\ 
instar larvae were found oc~asionally to ea~ly October. It seems th~t . some 
individuals completed .two generations in Tree }, but the high !eve~ of 
' , • • • J~ 
inf7station despit~ low numbers o~ mature ·larvae· indicates that invasion 
. . 
i- " ' 
• d 
. from s~rroundin~ trees was responsibl~ for maintaining the population. The 
t ' .. 
' 
. high mortality will be discussed later·. 



















F·. pusillaa and' a 
. i } f (I ~ 
ot:~- Mt. Bell~vut;,. 
partial fourth generatio~ . (to·, the prepupa) on ~rey Birch 
., 
Q\lebec. . Adu.lt 
, •J . 
on .-18 -May, emergenqe was f~rst noted three 
' 
.. f ' . : .-
' 
.•, 
' I ~ o ~ c. ; 
weeks earli~~ - than was noted in Newfoundland in-1972. -On Mt. ~ellevue, 
the.•first g~nerati~ri was· from .1S May . t~· 14 July (57 days).; the &'ec.ond was 
' ·~ " . · . 
. . ' .· 
··from 21 July to 18 August (29 'days), while the .th:i.~d generation was from . 
.. ' . . . 
~ • • u •\ 
21 ~ugust t~ 16 September . (26 days) • 
. ,. . . 
The· timespans of the -second two 
' 
" . . ·. . ' ' .· 
generations are considerably shorter than those in Newfoundland. : Guevremont 
. . . -~ 
noted that there was; much: overlap ·betwe~n generatio~~ft~r t~e first 
•• - 4 ... 
..... ' 




. .· . ·.. . ~-- . 
. For coniparison, Figure 6 (p. 38) is adapted ~-rom Guevreu;,ont~~ ... 09_70; 
. r 
Figure ·9, p. 39). · It shows the numbers of larvae found by ·Gu~vrem6nt in 
. · . . 
Grey Birch in a forest ·margin habitat. 'Numbers of la~vae found . at .'wild 
' ~ I ' 
Cove· 'Point have bee,n added. · Numbers at Wild .Cove were appreciably higl\~r~"' · ~ . 
than those of Guevremqnt. -·.The samples from Wil? Cove were infested leaves, 
~hereas Gu~vremont collected · leaves at raiidom rega'rdless of the pre'sence 
. ( / • 
,.;,..· . 
·of eggs or la!Vae; 
0 • 
the host ti~es were' ·diffe_rent, as w'as the climate and 
. ~ . •. ~ 
\ . . _·.~he year _of study. The comparison :f.'s valid <;>nl~ to the extent of ;;hawing 
·. 
·. ~ · 
. . . ' 
that fluctuations in ni.imbers"· of larvae were of .a S'imilar olider of p~agnitude 
··~ .. _ • <" • r " 
'in. the -.t..~···places on .some· OCC~l3ion~·'l . SU.'Ch as a-q . appre~iable · de~r~ase in 
.. · - # 0 ,' .. ~ 1 0 -$ 0 
,. 
,p . > , · 
nunibers in early Sep~e~ber. 
'· 
' Cheng (1967T) fourid that there were 3 coptplete and'-a partial fourth 
~ .. . . . . , 
· ~ ., ' ....... ~.~,...·."' ~ .. ·' • . . I . . . ' 
generat-ipri (td preptip_a) oF_ .-F. pusilla Qn · Blue Birch seedlings in t::he · 
' • ~ ' ' • I • I 
... ~. 
MacDonald College Arbor~tinn, on · the ·west, ehd of Montreal Jp~and, · Qu·ehec, 
..... . .. 
: :·. in 1964 • . He observed f:irst. generation adults from early May to 10 June, 
. ... 
~· ' with peak emergence from 9 to ,20 May; Second generation adults were evident 
• 
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FIGURE 6. - ~umb.e:r.s <:>f larva~ oflF~ pusilfa ~~ .Grey- · B~r~h-_ in 




; according to G!JevreDJont.~ (l9(0; • 9, p~ _ -39) .. 
compared with _ numbe~s -of larvae ound in White 
Birch 'at Wi1-q Cove J}oint (1972). · 
. . ~ 
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' • I 
I \ 
an·d fourth generation adults from 19 August to 15 September. 
the end of each· of these generations by 'tsievi;,g .soil Samples and counting 
' ' Jr" 
the number of full and e~pty 
6 
cocoons. The first generation terminated on 
1 ~~ 
or about 30 June, the secon9 generation on 24 July, third on i3-August, 
and the fourth 'on, 7 September. 
. ,. . 
Cheng confirmed that ·overwintering was in 
. . 
the prepupal stage, not as a ·pupa, as previously reported by Britton·(1926). 
A composite" graph . sho~i~g numbers of larvae acco'rding to GU:evremont 
' (1970,' Fig. 9), Cheng (196§, Fig. 7), and the author (\Uld Cove .Point, ' . 
Tree 1) is given for comparison (Figure 7, p. 40). It shows that ·a first 
" . 
· ~ 0 
generation i~ MacDonald Arboretum was . complete~ before commencement of a 
first generation at Wild· Cove Point and that numbers of larvae decrease·d 
sharply in all three places in early September. In view of the climatic 
d~fferenc~ bet~7en .the three places other similarities ~ay ·be nothing more 
' than fortuitous, although further work might be justified to see to what . 
. . '· 
extent climatic differences affect. the number and ,duration of life .cycles 
of the leaf m~er. 
Elsewhere i~ N9rth America, three and sometimes a full, or partial, 
' fourth g~neration have b~en reported (Britton, 1926; Friend, 1931; ~heng 
\ I 
and LeRoux, 196.5). Cheng and 'LeRoux also reported that the num}?er of 
. , · 
. generations tends to d~crease with in~reasing hos~ age; oldei trees produce 
' / 




In Europe ·F. pusiqa has two ' generations per Y.ear in Eastern 
I. 
.. ' Austri~ and the 'German Rhine Valley(~ 100m.a.s.l.) whereas at higher 
. elevations, such as in the Black Forest (~ 1200m.a.s.l.) only one gene~-
.. 
ation occurs. Information on ~he.n~ber pf · ~enerat!ons. at lower e l evations 
is lacking (Eichorn and Pschorn-Walcher, .1973). 
• I • 
In New~oundl"and, where adult emergence of F. pusilla is nearly one . . / .. . 
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FIGURE 7. 'N~bers oi' 1.-a~ae of F.' · pus.illa .. per -SO .leaves in:_ 
. - Blue Birch (.Ch'eng, ·1965) ,in .Grey: Birch. (grassland 
habi1:at; Guevremop.t 19-70) and in White- Birch 
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IDOI;lth later than in .mainland . G~ada, it is not surprisi~g that there was 
• I 
. ·.·one generation less per year. 
' . . ' . 
. ·., -
What 'is perhap·s m~re ~nipottant than . the 
. number · ?f generations is the . fact that from Eiarly June to September .in any 
~ . 
~~~dies, F. pusilla larvae ar~ Jike1y to 
' . 
: year ih Newfoundland in the .areas 
. . . . . . 
be· present iti:.~birch :ieaves. From 1971 to 1974 first emergence of adults 
, . \ . . ~ 
has been noted in the first two .weeks of June.· This consistency suggests 
tha't there m'ay be similar consistency in the number of generations and 
•• • 1 • • • 
their duration • 
... 
.. 
The· Number of Larval Ins t 'ars· per Generation 
and the Duration of each ~nstar 
Cou~ts of e~uviae and larva·e occupying mines showed that there, were·. 
5 lar~~i · ins tars · i:n all leav'es and . in.· . all gener~ tions .' 
·. 
'First-i!lstar larvae were dist-inguis\:ted by size, by the absence of 
1. . 
• the . 4 b1ack ~arl<s on the ventral surf.ace of the thoracic and first abdominal> 
·. 
. 
seg':"~nt·, . and by the kidne;y-shape, and 
l~af :~lines. · .. Instars · 2 to 4 have the 
small ~ize of t~eir us~ally individual 
black· marks (Plate I, p. 3). · Mines 
. . of· seqmd-in's·t-ar .larvae ' were usually individual'; more round than kidney-
sha:ped .~ and larger than. first:..instar fnines (Plate VI, p. 6). · First- and 
. . . 
second;-i~star> I:~rvfe di~ not eat through ·main leaf veins. · It was 'usually· 
. . . I • 1 · · ' 
. ' . . \ . . . . . . . 
impossible to dis'dtiguish thir,d- from .fourth-in~.tar larvae by size alon,e., · 
' Exuvi'al taunts indicated that third-instar larvae were.. frequently ~s ~arge 
. } 
. ' ' 
~s , .. or· larger tha~,' some fou.rth · ins tars. ·. Third- ·and fourth-instar l arvae . 
... 
ate through main . l~~f veins, so that wh~n there were ·several larvae in 'one· . 
,., •• t 
le.af. , ·· the~r mines· ·: o~-~en coal~s~ed ' (Plate VII, : p. 7). Commonly, seyeral 
larvae _;i~ i~st.ars 2 to· · 4 were seen eating leaf tissue, 'pa-r:allel to ea~h 
. ' . . . .. . 
~ oth~r, with tJreir mouth ·parts pro~imar' tQ the leaf margin. Because of 
," . ' 





• t..,l • 
·. 
42-
data collected for some larvae could not be used- in analysis • 
• 
1The fifth-instar larvae lacked the -4 black marks which characterized 
instars. 2 to 4, and had distinctly hypognathous mouthparts, in c9ntrast 
with the prognathous mouthparts of the first fou'r ins·tars. The absence' of 
gut contents and measurement of leaf mine areas showed that the fifth-
instar larv~e did. not feed: their low incidence in leaves (e.g. Table IV, 
p. 22) indicated that they vacated leaves shortly,after ~~e f~urth ·larval 
moult. My f!1easurements of the five larval· instars and the form of .their 
. mines a·r·e in · complete accord with those of Cheng (1967). · 
" 
Interest in the use of head capsule measurements of sawfly larvae 
for dJtermining the number and duration ~f instars has been sho~ by Taylor 
(1930, 1~31), Miles (1931), Ghent (1956) and Cheng (1967). Wh ereas Tayl oli 
(1931) concluded· that ~pplication of Dya~'s Rule io sawflies should be 
restricted to corroboration of the number of instars observed, Ghent f ound 
I .. ;"'• 
that data on the Jack Pine S~~ly, Neodiprion pratti banksianae Roh. and ;/ 
F. pusilla, indicated that 'the· gr~wth. of the head capsules of t_hese· spec~es 
was linear rather than exponential and that there was predictive value in 
. " -\ 
head capsule -measurem~~s. , '-
In this·s~udy the head -capsule widths of F. pusilla- confirm 5 
larval ~stars per -gener~tion (Fig. 8, p. 43). 
v 
widths from 0.250 to 0.375 (average 0.300) mm. 
I , 
First-=instar larva·17. had 
' . . 
Of the 30 larvae tho~ght 
to be in the second or third instar, th~ majority (20) were s~cond instar. 
Head widths of these 20 larvae -"were from 0 •. 325 to 0. 450 (average 0. 380) 
mm. _· Of the 30 larvae thought to be in ·the third or fourth instar, the · 
majority (29) · were fourth instar. The head widths of the 9 third-instar 
' ' larvae were from 0. 500 to 0. 550. (average 0. 530) rnrn. The head widths of 
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Each interval on the . horizontal .axis is 0~025 mm. 
Scale is from 0. 2.50 to 0. 800 mm. 
. . 
i, 2, 3,_4 repr~sen~ the nodal widths for the · 
first 4 larval'. instars · 
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. . 44 
The head capsule widths of the 20 known fifth-instar larvae were 0.500 to 
0.150 (average 0.660) mm. 
No attempt . was made to p1:edict what instar a larva was in .from 
these data of .head widths. The purpose was• to see if data f;rom )lead widths 
agreed with the observatiOn of five instars: they did. 
Average head capsule widths from Ghent (1956), Guevremoot (1970) ~ 
and this study are given in Table x; below. Guevremont found that- he?d 
. ~ 
. . 
widths of larvae from leaves growing in open ("Prairie") habitats were 
significantly larger. than those in forest. Further study is required • 
. TABLE X~ Average head capsule widths· (mm.) of F. pusilla 
larvae, according to Ghent ( 1956) , Guevremont 
(1970) and the present study. ......J 
Ins tar · Ghent Guevremont Newfoundland 1972 
I 0. 293 0.29 .· 0. 300 
II o. 416 0.42 o. 380 
III o. 552 o. 56 0.530 
IV o. 680 o: 71 o. 705 
\ 
r • 
v ·-- 0.660 
' 
Observation of mar~ed leaves on the sample trees allo~ed estimations 
' .. 
to be made of the duration of each larval stage, These estimates, and 
.. 
estimates of the duration of the other stages in the insect'-s life c.yc:le, 
are given in 'fable XI., p. 45. 
Larval Mortality 
'ti 
As F. pusilla eggs develop the surrounding: leaf tissue becomes grey_ 
' .. 
in colour and the upper leaf epi<lermis swells to a blister-like pz_-ot!usion. · 
·' ' 
r I ' 
45 
--1 · t • 
•6. I < \ 
... . ) 
. 
• .,# .. , 
' ( , ' 
TABLE XI. Estimates of the duration /of stages . in ·the life 
cycle of ~. pusilla in 1972. 
I ~ 
' . 
Range .(days) . 4yer.age (days) ) . 
Adults, pr'e-ov~posi ting - / 1 
-s 
~ . From egg being laid to y 
its becoming appareqt . 8 
a s a ~eaf blotch 
.... 
From egg blotch to egg 2-~ 3 · hat:chi_ng . I 
j 
· tat ins tar larva 2-6 ~ . 
I ~ 
2nd ins tar larva 3-7 4 
3rd ins~ar larva .... 3- 7 5 · 
ins tar 3-8 6 
·• 
\ 5th i.ns:r 1 
, . 
. :~ ' ~ 
---
oil Period 9-39 2.0 
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If the ' eggs fail to· hatch, ·or the resulting f:l,rst-instar larvae die, the' 
. . ·_;. 
discolou~ation changes to "'orown, and ~he protrusions collapse.. On this 
• 
basis,. external examination of leaves showed that la~ge numbers of eggs 
... :t ' 
. and first .. instar larv~~ died, partitular~y in Mountain White Birch. 
In leaves dissected . soon after collection, dea<J larvae were .brown 
• 
and frequently shrivelled, whereas live larvae were pale-coloured and 
~w~llen. When leaves .were dissected after cold-storage it 'wAs usually ,. 
possible to distinguish live from dead larvae in the same way. However-, 
in some instances, all larvae in stored leaves' were fou__:j to" be brown arid 
shrivelled on dissection, and it was not possible to tell how many of ,these 
~ 
were de~d at the ~ime of colla«;~ the samples. · : I~ future mortality 
studies it follows that leaves should be· dissected fresh. · 
Leaf samples collected from the three sites at the end of July ,r 
i.e. at the end o the first generation, s~owed that at Sites 1 and 3, 
between 50% and 6 'of the larvae were dead, whereas at Site 2., 17% were 
d~ad. The majori of dead larvae at all three sites were in the f:i,rst or 
"-.,.. 
second instar. It is probable that these larvae ·starved in. competition 
~ .. 
with late-instar larvae. 
't; 
,...-scrutiny of Tables .rv . (p _. 22), V (p. 25) and IX · (p. _34). shows that 
ther e was considerable decrease in numbers of larva e from the first -to the 
I . 
fourth instar. The numbers of eggs were less. than numbers of larvae because 
. (the ~~mpli~g metho~ had been d~liberately biased in favour f>f larvae. 
Therefore, representative ~ounts of numbers of eggs were not obtained. But 
observations, mentioned 1reviously,. showed that the numbe rs of e ggs were 
grea t e r than numbers of larvae. Numbers of fifth-inst,!lr larvae were 
considerably less 'than numbers of fourth-instar larvae b ecause the fopne r 
l 













The numbers of first~instar and fourth-instar larvae ·were totalled 
.., for each site for three ·time per~9ds, each period spanning the est'imated 
• du~ation of eiich generation, i.e. from early June to late July,; lat~ July 
\, ' ' 
to ea!lY ·septe~ber;· .and early .september' to mid-October. The difference 
between numb~rs of first- and fourth-instar larvae was expressed as a 
" P~Ice~t decrease (Table XII, below). The table shows that at Site 1 
. , 
decre~se was 50% or greater. In Tiee·3, mortality was consistently nearly 
100%. An ap.~areitt parado~cstill exists ~n that num~ers of first- and 
0 secqnd~instar larvae increased in the Mountain White Birch throughout the 
. - . . . 
. -
-
seesc;>n . (T~ble IX, p.· 34; Fig. 5, · p. 35)~· · These were a.live at the time of· 
. 
" ~dissection . but would not ~ave survived, since eaily~instar larvae cannot 
form soil cocoons • 
.. 
"' TABLE XII~ ''Percent, decrease in numbers of F. pusilla larva~ 
(%) from first (1st) to fourth (4th)'"'"tnstar for '\,c<"~· 
the thre e sampling· s 'ites as calculated froin · 
destructive sarriple ' tables, in 1972; 
. ' 








6-Sept: .. · 
·· 7- Sept. .. . . ' 
to 18-0ct. 
1st 4th % 
1219 385 69 
553 287 49 
90 44 51 
l st 4t4 % l~t 4th % 
418 200 53 · 1949 35 98 
355 ·-329 10 4115 10 99.8 







No~-de~u~iive sampling shpwed that in Trees 1 an.~ ~l - ~arvae 




. devel~ped to emergence stage in all crown r e gions, whereas in Tree 3 larvae • · 
·' . 
d 
emerge d: only from shaded leaves. 
o . 











of eggs was a·ssocia'ted with · hard.ening of leaf tissue._ Egg· ~at.chipg was 
py;d'portional to the amount of tender foliage. present and· dect:.eased. 
. . . ' . . , . . . . . : . ~ ' . " '._ 




.. in~ tar larv:ae· died o.wing·· to desiccation o.f the · f_oli-age. Late~instar larvae . 
.. 
- -~ere not ·so ~lnerable _. ts) 'leaf· desic~ation. .They' faun? that ~~rtal!tY .. was . 
. ' 
. greater il! ... ~ year old t .han in 3-5 _year old. Blue· Birch, and. thf't · J.arv~l 
. mortality was higher in···the fal~ than in :spring • . 
.' 
·- . "Gu~v'remo.nt (1970) found . that ·mo:tality. ~f l~rvae · was· grea~er · in 
~ounger (4 .ft.) .:. than in older (10 ·,It.) 'ere; Bi.-r~h ~~ -~m open. habit-a_t, but 
that ·mortality was hi:gher in older trees in ·c-losed . forest. 
J-
It appea~s that· larval mortalit.,? of F •. pusilla v,aries according to 
host sp~cies, host age, locality and the s~son. A method for ~etermining · 
.. - - ~---------J---~- --------- -- ----····--. - ·~ .---- -"'-:-- - ---- -·--·-· ---,---- --~- - ---- - - -~ ~leaf .. toughness in insect feeding studies ·ha~. been described· by Cherrett ·· . 
.. . . ' . 
.. . . . 
(1968). 
., . 
The method co.uld be. used to tes.t possible d~fferemces, betweelf · --:'.; 
. . 
..... :· "' penetrabili~y by F. ptisilla . ovipositors"' of shaded, and· expo~~d · leav~s, _and 




between leaves of different birch species.. In addition, · leaf toughness 
~ay ' be corr~iated with egg and · larval survival. .. Cheng (1967) has . noted 
that some species of .birch are more ~usceptible to the leaf minez: . than 
~ . 
others: .Wh.ite Birch, Grey Birch a~d Blue Bir~h are among the more suscep-




' . l 
. ' 
Intra- Crown Distrib)ltion ·of Eggs and-·Larva'e 
' 
·rntra-crown distribution ;f eggs a~d lar~a~ in the ' three -;ample 
~ • 0. .. ' 
. ' . 
~rees .fs given in l~ble XIII, p. 49. t;lon-destr.uctiv~ ~ample t~bles, .f~o_m· 
, . 
which these -rank -orders were obtained, are given for · ~he tpree~t~~e~,in 
. ~ 
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TABLE XIII.. Intr~-c.rown di-~tributia¥'1 (regions i-v) 1 of F." ~ ­
. Pusilla·eggs _and • larvae for three sampl~ trees, 
as determ;ined by Rank Order Corr(dat:i.on: (1-5), . 
··f~om Non-D~struc,tive ~ample Tables in 1972~ •. G . . . 
Tree 1 Tree 2 Tree ~ 
i .. Shaded 'ieaves, 4 .... .4 lower ' 
' 
.. cro'm . 
~ - .. .... 
). 
5 5 
. u. · Exposed le-aves, 0 . 
lower · crown 
2 ·. 3 1'. . 3. 





' . 2 4 
. 
... 
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. . _., 
.. _. 
,. ' 
. \ . 
~nd larv~l· n~mbers.";:~ Tree; 1 and 3 lowest numbers were recorded in 
.ahOded leav.is._ :TP}. i - :::~ opeil-cr~wned, _so tl\at· leav~s in "iUner" crown 
!.regions were not ''Completely shaded. This may explain the apparent parad·ox, 
· . . that numbers of) eggs and laryae were gi eate! ,..in ~egton ii~ than in z::egions 
ii ·and iv in Tree -J. 
0 • 
Perc~nt infestation, ·.o(t~iiage: in e'ach crown region was also 
. . . 
~alcul.ated for ·t.he three sample trees. 
0 ' 
A leaf was consider~d t6 be 
. .' 
·-
infested if ·it showed· one· or more eggs or larvae. .. nata are pre.sented: in 
. ~ .•. 
. ·~ 
./. 
· . Table XIV; p~ ·so,. for two sampling dates only for each of the three. trees. · 
~ . 
. . - ' 
...... 
The first date was the peak infestation recorded - in the.first·generation; 
. " 
the second date ·was the pec{k infes1ati~n ~e~orded. in the second generation. 
' . ' . . - , . .. ' 
. 
The' fig.,ures in Tabte XIV show that fn White Birch an ave'rage of 30% of the 












~ : . . 
TABLE XIV. Percentage _of leaves showing presence of' one or 
more· eggs or larva~ o.f F. pusilla in five crown 
regions (i-5) for th-ree sample trees 'on two 
• 1,... • • 
dates, coinciding with peak infestation in the . 
first and second generations in 1972, 
... . 




6-July 22-August 25-July 14-August ' 4-July 22_;,August 
i 28 ,0 .,' 14 5 .100 30 
ii 34 • 2 28 i3 . 75' 80 
:i,ii .'16 2 26 
-a· 22 90 60 
iv '32 0 .. 18 18 100 9(5 
v 52 .11 . 54 --45 ' 95 ~00 
Means ·32 3 30 . . 21 ~2 73 
J 





of infestation was less in the sampled the .. fir~t gen~r~tion. The .amount 
lleav~oth trees i.n th~ second generation, marke~ly so in Tree 1 at 
' . 
, I 
Wild. Cove Point. This does no_t necessarily indicate an a_ctual daclin~ in 
the -degree of infestation · in the trees, because the l~aves were marked 
. . 
early in the first . generation. The- marked leaves agedj the _focus of seco~d 
c, • • r 
_generati9n inf~~tatio~ ~as younge~ 1naves~ · ·~ 
In contrast with the. two White Birch, almost ·all of the marked 
leaves on the Mountain White ' Birch were infested ' at the ·height of the · f ~r~_t 
•' 
·generation. there was an overall' decrease in percent infestat~on of; the ·. 
aging marked !~aves in the second generation but in that generation infes-
. . 
' · 
'tation was notably higher• in , the exposed thsm in the shaded ' leaves. 
- . ·:Rank ord~~ correJ~tion of percentage· of leav.es showing infestation 
) . . . 
with-·the five crown regions is summarized· for the three sample trees ·in. 
Table ~v ; p~ 51. 








,.· .·· I • • 
,· 
•• -~ . ,• . 
TABLE XV. ·. Average . ran~ values (1:....5) of the 
~arked leaves in 5 crown regions 







(i-v) ~f three 
wfth F·. pusilla 
Crown Region Tree 'J. Tree 2 _Tree 3 
.. 
' 
i. · Sha.ded leaves -4 
.. 
4 ;, 5 
' 
' . 
iL Exposed leaves 2 3 3 -
·• •c. 
iii; ·Shaded feav'es : 0 5- 2 4.~ .. . .. ~ 
iv_. E~po~ed leaves 2 5 1 p 
v. Leader 7' 1 .l 2 
( . · . 
These rank . values we.re the averages obtained fro~ ranking the 
• 
. . 
percentages of ·marked- l-eaves that were infested in each of the 5 crown 
" 
. --- -..... - ·- . --· -. ·- --- __ ,.,_, - i / / . 
·: r:egions. ~n each sampl,ing'dat/ Thus the · rank_~alues •for _Tree-_l were 
·de.riv~d ·from Table. VII, ·p. ·28.: For' Trees 2 and 3 .the tables from which 
' . 
51 
· average rank values were derived are giveo.in Appendices IV and V (pp. 75 
_ and 7'fJ ·, respectively). · ,.. 
-- ~.. ' ,...._.J 
- ,.; • .. 1 • ..,~ Average rank values show that . the leading shoot · waso the region of · 
.-
. . '•\ • 
....:...:._ _, . .,,\ .. 
_ · ~ - . . .. · h~gh~st percen~ infestation ot" leaves, and also the region of highest egg 
' ·· 
· and larval numbers. Shaded leaves in the inner regions of the croWQ were 
""· 
generally less ·heav~y infested. Data for crown region iii (mid-crown, 
l 
shad~d leave~) .in, Tr~e 2 showed· that more leaves in this ' region were 
infested; and so agr~ement is 'shown between' numbers of eggs an~ larvae,: . 
and the percentage of leaves that were infested. 
Distribution Accord-ing·· to Leaf Age • 
The percentages of infested leaves in each _ age-cl~ss showing eggs·,_· 
. ' . . 










.· ' \ 52 
which larvae had emerged, are !rven in Table XVI, below • . rercentage totals 
exceed 100. in some cases because leaves frequently . contain~d both early-
. 
and late-instar larvae, etc. 
TABLE XVI. Percentages of leaves showing eggs (E), 1st or 
2nd instar larv.ae, 3rd to 5th instar laFvae, · 
.and from which full-grown larvae had emerged, 
i~ four ~ge-~lasses of ~eaves~ in 1~72. 
~Age-Class e:· 1-2 3-5 Emerged 
·Bud 100 0 0 0 
Young 48 55 9 0 
Yourig-Matu~e 28' 58 31 · .. 7 
Mature 11 24 
.. 
57 34 
• I ( :.' 
The results in Table XVI show a cor:~·elation of leaf age· ·with larval 
developmeQt. Eggs were mos 
~ggs ~ere also laid in older leaves. ' Observation showe·d that Fenusa · 
'· females ·occasionaliy _oviposited in mature le~ve~ when uninfested buds and 
l • . 
young leaves were available n~arby~ Observation also indicated that egg 
an~ larval mortali~y w~~ greater- in mature than in young_ leaves. Early-
~ 
instar larvae were predomi.nant in young _and youl'fg-matur_e leaves, whereas 
late-instar· larvae were f~und m~inly in young-matu~e and in mature leaves. 
. :C.. . ..;._ 
Branch Samples ~ ~ 
The ·data of'btarich·. sample~ from. 13 localities other than· the three 
.sampling. sites are summ¥ized' in Table XVIl, p. 53. The~ pat;.tern of devel-
I .... 
.....,-
opment of larvae in ).eaves, from the t!-p~ of sho~~~ (Leaf 1) to. the tenth 
-~ 
leaf down the shoo-t (10), clearly shows tha: · e~gs '\n~ -early-ins tar larvae 
... 
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. TABLE ~VII. Per~ent of leaves infes'te9 with · eggs and larvae 
· of .F. pusilla as obtained · from b;ranch sampling 
in 19 72. (B = bud, Y v-= youtig leaf,. My .= young-
mature leaf, M =mature leaf). 
53 
.. 
Leaf Numbers fr~ni , Tips of Shoo·t.s · Down to Tenth Leaf 
. \ 
Leaf ~ategory .. 
Containing f or more 
·eggs 
Containing 1 or more 
1st · tO. 2nd instar · 
larvae 
. . Containing :·1 ar more· 




. larvae ~ad emerged' .· 
Numbet' o'f leaves 
sampled'-








. . ·.· 267 
. 
:·· 
2 · 3 4 
B y y 
12 11 8 
8 15 2.8 
8 12 
5 7 12, 




5"- 6 I 7 8 9 10 
My My . . -~Y M M 
--\2 -6 ' 5 ' 4 _·4 . 2 
.. . 
r' 
·- ---~--J- I 
0 




. -17 22 24 i2 · 18 ' 10, 
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54 
· . .. 
·. 
·.Damage .to ·Le'ay~s· 
. -. .. • · Most 'leaves · .were not complete-ly ·. destroyed '•an'd .photosynthesis would 
c~nti~ue in· tlie.'undamag.ed parts. 
' : ' • • '. f 
• ' , I ' .. • • 
In totally damag~d leaves only. the upper. 
. :.: '• and lower. epidert?is remained. , 
Eg'gs were ~bserved to be quite clustered in inter-leaf distribution! . 
. . . . 
(, . ; 
F~equently, .le~ves close to• each other, an.d appa.rently of · the same texture, 
var~~d. considerably in the number of 'eggs, they coritai~ed. Thus, totally · 
destroyed leaves were commonl·¥' adjacent to slightly daJllaged a11d completely 
: un?amaged leaves·, No trees were· seen in which damag~ was so·"seyere a~ to 
s.ugg~st that appr~ciable . ~eduction in. tree. gro'Wth or death w8uld resu,lt. 
Eggs were usually laid: n~ar th!! in.ilin leaf ve;lns .an_~. ~r:iY_ ~arely · 
near the leaf margins. Frequently·,. f~al~s ci'ppeared to oviposit on one 
\... 
. leaf as many. ·~s i~ times. . Sev~ral f~male~ wer~ seen to ovip~sit on one 
leaL· . ~n '7he ~~i~·e B~rch t.?e -~~~ra~e ~umber,' ~f egg.~ ~er · l·e.af decre~se~ 
with th.e season, w~ereas it increased ·in · the Mountain White Birch. There 
was consid.erable variation in the. number - ~f eggs . per leaf; sug'gesting . that 
• • I) • 
·' 
.: the leaf miner is not parti.cularly effi.ci~nt in distributing its eggs to 
. . . 
.' maximize on food reso'urces! The average numbers .of larvae .in T;rees 1 and· 
2 were 3 per .irtfested leaf, ·and 15 per leaf in Tree 3· (Table XVIII, p. 55). 
. . 
The 'amount of food . eaten as determined from the surface area of 10 
: I 
.. 
. J,arval 'mines in ea,ch iris tar showed large variation in secon~· _to fourth-
.. 
. 'I 
. instar mines (Table XX, p. 56) . Size and variation of mine areas in Grey 
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·· · .- TABLE XVIII Av·er~ge numbers ·o·f F. pusill~·-Iar~ae per· 
_·.· ·,  e:· -·,. . . · infested lea~ in ·three sample trees (Trees 
.. 
· · · · 1-3) in 1972. · · · 
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Tree ? . - Tree 3 
9.0 
5.2 14·. 6 . 
4·. 6 . -.a. 6 
i> . 
\ 
- . . 5.7 6.5 
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TABLE XIX. - 2 "Average - size and -range of mine areas ~~ ) of 
F. pusillA l~~ae-in white Birch and. in Grey 
· Birch {the latter from Gu~vremont, 1970)·. 
56 
In the case of . the white Birch, 10 individual min'es were· measured · 
. t . ·, 
that wde .oc~-~pfed - by a singleiarva in each ofthe:· 5""inst-ars:~ .. :....The·-mi'nimum 
.. 
an.d maximum clreas of the · f!'jc_o~~ tci fou~th-instar, larvae ar~ greater th~~ 
. I 
those found by _ Guevremon~, except in th~ fourth- ins tar:. maximum. The mean.s· 
show reasonably good agreement'. .Diffe-rences could be attributable to 
different host species. 
. ~ " . 
The estimated average number of "larv~e responsible for total IJ. . . 
. destruction· of leaves of different sizes is given in Table XX (p: •. 57). The 
' . ~ ' ~umber of larvae is' the total ~£ all ins tars.- Regression a{ialysis of the 
. . 
. individual· observations .showed a significant correlation 'b,.etween~l.eaf size 
. ' . ' ~ . 
~ . 
and the average nUmber of larvae -responsible for total leaf destruction 
. . . . . 
, . 
(P =·o.os, 
. . ~ . 
r _ == 0.746, ~173-.471 '{Appendix VI,p. 77). __ -~e ~~nge o~; · 
individual observations wqs great. This -was expected in view of the· 
, . . • I 
considerable ra~ge· in mine areas • 
/ 
Cheng (1967) reported that i to 2 larvae per leaf res~lted in no 
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· . TABU:~. 
• ~· 0 
. · . : . 
' ' 
Total number of la·rvae of F. pusilla responsible 
for complete destruction of photosynthetic leaf 
· tissue of Whi~e Birch according to leaf slze". 
(10 . leave~ per size-class, 5 1l'dll. intervals). 
. 0 
· Leaf Blade L«:ngth 
(~.) 
. Approx~ ·Area 
, . mm2 · i 
Average Numbe 




26~30' ' 216 '. 
31-35 ' 303 .. 
36.:.40 468 ' 
.. 41-45 612 
' ' 
46- 50 756 
/ 51~55 986 
. 5"6- 60 1080 
' .'61-65 ·1440 
'66 ... 70 1584 . 
71-75 1944 
·. ?6..:.80 . ' · 2·520 
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of spring fotiage. Such· high population levels of the spring · g~neratiot:t 
usually produced ~ough offspring to_ do appreciable damage to t~rminal' 
. . . ' 
. 
58, 
le·aves produc_ed in the second leaf flush. .Cheng also found.: that trees were 
.· 
. . . 
not killed by heavy infesta.tion·. 
In . this study· no attempt was made to assess the effect of F:· pusilla 
. . . . 1 
infesta~ion ~n. tree growth • . ,Frequently, Birch c ·asebearer and leaf miner 
' . - ~ 
infestation ·occurred on 'the sam¢- trees. In s~ch c~ses damage by casebeare~ 
· . was more severe than that ·by· leaf miner. Future studies on the effect .of 
. both :6£ these insects on tree &_rowth: would be justified~ 
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1 . . • . 
. ,_ Birch Casebearer, Coleophora fusf~dinel~a _(Zeller)_ 
(Lepi~optera:Coleophor~dae). 
. ~ . ,. . . 
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·~ · · · 
RELEASE OF TWO EUROPEAN ICHNEUMON£DS AGAINST THE 
BIRCH LEAF MINER 
· Introduction 
The Commo~wealth lnstittfte q£ Biological Control at Del~mont, 
59 
, Switzerland, has I?een studying the parAsite complex of F. pusilla · and· the 
bio.lo~y· of t.he parasitoids in E~rop.e since 1%s (Eichorn and Pschorn- ' 
Walcher,. 1973). Of the 17 species of ·parasitoids that have been observed 
and evaluated~for possible intt:oduct'ion ~ . into Canada, Lathrolestes 
' , 1-(= Priopoda) nigricollis (Thomson) and Grypocentrus , alblpes (Ruthe). (both 
Hymenopte'ra: Ichneumonidae) were selec~ed for intr~~ction into Newfoundland 
~ 
in 1972. ~h~sion was made. by_ the Canadiaa Forestry Service, but the 
a~ thor was responsibl~. f/. meth<,>ds of rel';'!ase and initial observation of 
. . . 
tlie two . insects after their release. 
Materials and Methods 
... 
In June and early·July 1972 an estimated 7,000 host pupal cases of 
,.t 
F. pusilla were collected in northern Germany ·and the. German Rhine Valley. 
• . · , . 0 
These were shipped from Delemont to Belleville, Ontario, Ca,nada Dep:'l~tment 
of' Agr'iculture, for quarantine and. -rearing of pa.rasitoids. Following 
• emerge~ce, ~hree shipments of L • . nigricollis (99 tf' .an~ 114 ~ ) , and one 
~ -~hipme.nt. o_f G. al5~ (4 ~ and 9 9 ) we~~ s~nt by ·air' freight to' Deer 
Lake, Newfoundland, ·in cardboard cylinders surrounded by i _ce-packs. · L.ive 
' - •) 
adu~ts were relea~_ed in Aug~st . on · ~he · ~ates s.hown in ·.Table xXr{tp:: 6J). 
'Jhe insects were released onto caged White BircQ. ·tr.ees on the 
1 Hereafter referred to as L. nigricollis. ) j 









property of the .Canadian Forestry Field Station at Pasadena. This facili-· 
\ I 
tated observation .of parasi~oid behaviour and confined .. the small numbers 
released. Four cages were U;Sed, three for_L. nigricoii-!-s (~~mber.ed L1, 
L2 , anf:I L3) . and,, one...fo.TG.·albipes' (~ 1 ) • . Cages we~e 4.ft.· x 4ft. *'rul 7.5 
ft. high.. The t.Sides and fop ·were covered with 20.:..,s trand~per-inch firie nylori 
screening (flate XI, p. 61). Ground vegetation within cages was cut at 
ground level and removed, and the ground covered with about 3 inches of 
,, 
-
sifted soil to provide a suitable substrate for larval pupation •. 
. . 
•• 
. I . 
Two trapping methods were used to collect host pupae. One method 
consisted of placing plastic dishes 6.5 inches in diAmeter, filled with 
.. 
, sifted .soil, on the floor of the cages beneath foliage infested with 
F. pusilla larvae. 
. . _/ . . ~ 
The other method consisted of susp~nding plastic bags 
~~ntaining sifted soil beneath infested leaves. -Ih the s~cond case sl-its 
, . ·. 
were cue in the bags t? reduce 'Condensation withi'!'l them •. Trap content~ 
. . . 
we.te col:lec.t_ed in October 1972, at which time the screening ~as removed 
. ~ . 
~.. . .. ··......_ ·· 
from the c.a~~"1~ The scre'ening was replaced · in May 1973 ·so th~t . any ,.... 
( ~ 
. 2 
~merging parasitoids could be collected. . -·· 
~ ~ 
Prior to releases, an estimate was m~e of the numbers of larvae 
of F. pusill
0
a in the .leaves ·of the .caged. tr~es •. ~a~m was to en~ure _a 
minimu_m of 20 host larvae per female parasitoid·.' · So far as /~ssible all 
of the few native Ich~eumonids insi-de the cages wer~ i:emo~ed •. / . 
' Precise 'numbers of L.· nigricollis released into cage.sare not knowri. · 
The· .. top of the container was reruoved inside a cag'e and the number of a~lts 
I 
of each ~ex that ·flew out was estimated. 
. . 
. " .. 
2o'n~ -~~-:,·~.~e L.' nigr~c.~s-releqse 
defoliated by'·l the 'lfirch 'Casebe.arer in 1973 
. . 
.I 
This method of release was · used 
trees was al'most complet==~ 











PLATE XI. Two White Birch infested with F. pusilla, caged 
for parasitoid release experiments. Foreground 
shows Cage Lt, background cage L2 used for 














• • < 
. Q 
"' 
' "t ·.~ 
' 
.... \" 62 ~-
' 
-
in -o~e .. ctmtainer than were te_9uirea for 
~ 
one·cage, and I did not want ·to risk k_illing some of·these·-sostly 'indivi-
. ·\\ . . ~ 
dualp by anesthetizing or .handling them. 
' • '7 
~es~l~s ·and,,Discussion · 
.. 
. . 
Two releases were made into Cage ~1 , on '10 and 16 Augus~. 
0 
One 
reiease was made into Cage Lz ·on 10 August. 
~ rb ·. 
Releases. into -_ca?e 1 3-were 
.. 
.. 
maqe on 16 an~ · 23 August. The one releas~ of G. albipes into . Cage G1 .w?s 
made on 10 August (Table·.xxr·, p. 63).' 
. . 
I) 
Mating, host searching, and oviposttion.were obseJved \ for L. 
. . . -
. ' . 
nigricollis but not rorfG. albipes. Adults of both spe·cies ·were fo1,1nd 
0 
. . I 
alive and active up to 1.2 days after. their re~ease. · No paras~tqid -eggs 
. --... 
~er~ found on F. pusilla larvae two days after L., nigric~llis females wer~ 
seen· ·apparen:ly - ~v~.iting on tltem. 
.. 
· A tot-al 'o{ 50 F. · pusilla cocoons '"?ere obJ:ained in ·oc tobe_r 1972 
f • . . . · . -
from the trap_ content_s of the L. nigricollis cages, and 113 cOcoons from · 
th~ ;rap· contents- of the G. albipes cage. Dissection of~~~ coco~ns 
L f 
. . 
y":ielded two parasitoid ·larvae and one pUp~ from . the L. _ni&ricol~ ca:ge 
I· but. ?one f_roin the- G. .ilbipgs c~ge. The shA~e and sculpturing~ the 
, .. 
•' 
'thoracic scleri.tes ._of the pupa could .nt>t · be distinguished from the larvae. 
. . . 
Consequently, all three ~ndivtd~als we~~ 
oi 
•. 
pre;umed to be L.· nig·rico~lis~ \,. 
l 
' . . 
· • . .: >· ·. . .. li • • • (\ 
· . · ~arasitoicl adults were first;' o"6seryed on 
r tt · •.. . 
??, Ju!e 1973~ ~y 29 ~.une .. · 
·-i total of 10 L. nigricollis and 10 ·Gi',--albipes · ,:;rere seen. Three of· each 
. ~l. ide~~~ffcat~on .. ve~ified by. J. · R.; Ba.rron. 3 species we re colle~te.d and their 
• Q 
• - \l . • . ' ' 
No addition~!' parasitoidS) were ·seen · until -11 ·July when' about 40 G. albip~s 
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Date . , 
shippE!d' · Date : 
from . ar·r:&ved · 
Belle- · in, 
ville . Nfld. 
Aug.~ 8 Aug. 9 
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T'ABLE;)CXJ;. · N~ber of L. nigricollis and G. albipes r~lease_d at Pasadena, 








. ~ . 
~o; ·parasites received · No. parasites released 
. .. 
Date · ~ Time 













L. · ~igric~llis · 
51 56 107 
·' 
38 .36 . 74·. 
Dead 
20 20 21' 31 36 
c 










L ~ 1 
tT 
Aug. 21 ·;oAug. - ~22. · Aug. 23 10:15 AM 10 - ~ . 22 32 0 10 22 32 L3 
Tatar • 99 . 1 ~ 4 213 26 99 114 213 
i J 
. ' 
_Aug. · .~j' Aug. 9 .Aug. 10- ei-2: 30 PM 
-~~pes , 




































. . .., . 
·' • .. ' 
.. 
0 
were 'ob.served. All insects seen -were males. 
.. ~ 
At the time of . th< 1972 · 
r~l~a~e it w~s observed I I • ~ ~ that males of bo~h species tended ·to ~e-o~ the 
- . ' \\ 
. ' <\ ' • 
readily visible, but ·.females remained .. ·_among _  .the screens. where they were 
, ' 1\ . 
foliage where th~y were a1mo~t. impossip~e ~o find. : .. . 
' . 
Small numbers of L. nigricollis. and of,. G. albipes wen!' released 
• 1 ' c .. • ', • . -
, 
64 
onto the same 'trees as th~~~ used in the 1972 release Q~ 30 ~ugust . 1913 'by 
~ . 
A. 4, Raske.~ At this ti~, leaf·sampling d±d not show pres~nce of any 
-· larvae of F. pusilla. , · .. 
. · . \ ' . . Further work .on the· release of L. nigricollis ~nd G .. albipes 'is to' 
·be undertaken b~ .Guevremont in ' Q1,1ebec. At preser1;t the status o.£ the tw_¢ · 
. 
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This study,has shown 'that in 1.972 there were 2 complete generations 
F 
of F. pusj.lla and 1t~at some :i,ndi~idua~s" completed-_ a third generati~- to . . 
. the prepupal (overwintering) s_tage.. There was considerp.ble overlap between ~ 
generations. One :generation averaged 51 day~· in d~ration but· some indivi-
. ' 
d.uals could have compl~ted their iife cycle in as little as 35 days·. 
Counts of exuviae in mines compared with the number of larvae 
· known to have occupied the mines, and of larval head- capsul~ 
., . .., 
widths, indicated 5 larval t • 
I ' Observation o'f marked. leaves :i:;e ·f ve. crown regions in three sample 
trees showed that exposed leave6 
1 . Mountain' WhHe Birch were c~sistent_ly more 
'i 
thim shaded leaves in 'the mid and lower parts of the 
A ·small Mountain Wh~te 1Hrch _i ,n -~ forest lurse~.y w 







a ' ,t 
growing unde'r more natural ·conditions, bu't tha Mountain White • 
Birch seldom b_ecam~ .' full-grown. The may indicate 
n . 
. . (J . 
a difference in vulnerabil~ty between the ~ 
41' 
that small hire~ growing on exposed'mineral 
~) . 
ovipositing female~ than · larger t;rees -under 
• 0 
may _ be a combination of these factors. 
s; or it may indicate · 
are more 'attraative to 
I . 
tural' conditf.i:bns, or it 
Larval mortality was about so% in White n'irch first gener-. 
' • I 
.. , . . . . . : . . . 
ation and was les~ for the second · and probably also for the thirt<l gene:t- · 
a tion. Larval mortality ' in the Nountai~ \fuite ·-Bir~h was •near-. 100% • . 
. \ . . . . •. . . . 
_; Whereas' iqfestatim1 levels in ~xpose<1 · leaves, 
~ 
. . . 
. n."'· 
J> ......_ 











. . . 
larvae complete~ development o~ly in .sha:ed (.av~.·~ In both b•i;ch Speci:: 
eggs ari~ early~~nstar. larvae suffered the greatest mortality. In White 
Birch ·many e~rly-inst~r larvae _.appa~ntly ·died- due 'to s ~arvation in compe-
. • 4 •• 
titian ' wit~ore advanced larvae. In Mountain, White Birch it, appe·arkd that 
. ' 
something in the l~av~s ·-iiJ.hibited development of the eggs arid larvae, ·so 
that very .few individuals reached the late-instar stage. 
. \ . . ' 
preference and lea~ ·palatibilit~ is recommended. 
Further .work on 
host 
qviposition o<;curred in all crown regions during the feirst gener- . 
-
at ion he cause all re,gions . con taine;d young leaves. 
, 
After the· first gener-
ation oviposition 
' I . 
was toncentra'ted . on buds and young leaves at the ·tips of 
. exposed shoots. 
• 41 :1..,.. . • ; 
. . .. . 
The number. of .eggs ·laid p~r i~feste~ leaf averaged 3 in . 
\.:;.... 
White .Birch and 15 in Mountain White Birch. The maximum number of eggs t. 
' ...... -;. . 
and larvae found in' p.ny o'rle leaf was 47 •. 'Ther~. ~a·s considerable .variation 
. in the number of eggs a'nd 'larvae per l~af' suggesting that the leaf miner . 
is not par~i_cular.ly efficient in utilizi~g .its host. 
•D 
There was ciose correlation between kaf size ·and the .numbers· of 
•larvae responsib.le for total leaf destruction. Two larvae were capabl~ of 
destroying }eaves" 16-20 mm. long, whereas 14 larvae wer~ needed to destroy 
-leaves 81-85 -ln .. long . . · I' 
Two p~rasitoids, Lathrolestes nigiicollis (Thomson) · and' Grypoceptrus 
albipes (Ruthe) .~ere · introduced from Euro~e i .n ' 197@. Three shipments of · 
L. ni'gricollis (99 males and''l14 females) , and one sh~p~ent. of G. alb~pes 
. . . 
(4 males and 13 ·females') were .releas~d in August 1972 into caged Wh~te· ·. 
'·f. 
t • 
Birch infested w'ith F. pusilla, at Pasadena F-ield Station, 'w&stern· . .., 
, 
c. ., ' 
Newfoundla~d~ .. . 
. •. I' 
Ma~irig, host sea~ching and oviposif;9n. wer~ -~bserve~ . for ~ 
.. 
nigricollis only, but adults of poth·'species'were seen. up to at · least 12 •· 
.. 
,, 


























" ...-:::/.· -·· 
~ q_ .. aii'~·l ts, 
\ '.~··· . -411 ' • 0 • 
• • ' I -progeny · ~~ ·these releases ,were· 
. . ~ . 
Abou 
··positively identif 
. . .· . ~ . • . · _.y",p 
#...-::;', 
.;' : ~ ~ · i~-· 19 73, · b~t":i. t would be premature to s~y -that the 
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APPENDIX 1. Field estimated numbers of egg_s (E) and larvae (L) . of F. pusi], l a . 
.. E L E+L 
67 o· 67 
. 48 ... 22 -70 
~ . . 
2 70 72 
7 72 79 
12 65 77 
6 70 76 
4 40 44· 







"'()--· 0 . 
0 0 
0 b . 0 
o o o-
o 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
o o· o 
j .{) . b 0 
0 0 0 
fn 50 marked leaves in each of 5 crown regions (i-v) in Tree -1 
at Wild Cove Point in 1972 (Non-Destructive Sample Table). 
ii 
.• E L E+L 
83 . 0 83 
,· 
45 33 78 
26 58 84 
. 3 72 75 
10 70 80 
3 -74 77 
·O 65 65 
0 34 34 
·3 lS I 21 
~ 
0 l'f!- 12'-
2 ·. 7 . 9 
6 ' 7 13 
17 . 2 19 
50 9 59 
38 7 .· 45 
23 17. 4f) 
14 12 '26 
0 17 1? 
0 14 14 ... 
0 12 i i 
Crown Regions 
iii 
E L E+L 
18 0 18 
18 7 . 25 
18 13 31 
10 17. 27 
0 18 - 18 
1 33 3!+ 
- '1; '\ 
o 25; · zSJ·· 1,_. 






7 . 7 . 
3_ : ts'' 
( <'.· 
1 l-,1.:.1 
2 0 2 
2 3 5 
2 1 3 
2 - 0 2 
(j 0 





0 0 0 
iv 
E L E+L 
44 - 0 44. 
"'30 15 45 
10 37 ·4 7 
5 38 43 
8 37 45 
5 29 34 
2 2'8 30 





8 . 4 12 
7 8 15 
7 2 9 







7 3 10 : 
.. 
-.. ~ -
• v t 
~ L E+L 
., 144 0 144 
123 25 '14.8 
... : 
115 91 - 20G='"-
-...:. 
114 104 . 218 
122 97 2 19 
7 100 107. 
7 97 101 
:']> 
3 9 1 94 
8 62 70 
0 -49' 49 
2 32 . 34 
10 26 36 
12 Hi 28 
36 . ?5 61 
24-J 40 62 
18 52 70 
' 1'7 27 
. 10 40 




9 2 7 .-36 
.,.,. 
. Total for all region s 






L / . E+L 
0 356 





1 ~2 281 439 
22 " 306 328 
13 252 . 265 



























































. . . . 
Field estimated numbers of eggs (E) and larvae . (L) of F. pusilla 
in 50 marked leaves in each. of s· crown regi'ons {i-v)_ in Tree 2 <-





i ii iii .. iv v 
Total for all regio~s 
per 250 leaves 
E · L .E+L · E L. E+L E• L, E+L E L E+L · 
2'4 0 24 13 1 14 19 0 19 . 14 2 16 
. . 
6 20 ' 26 .-7 20 27 7 24 2 13 ·15 
0 26 26 . 0 27 27 42 J1 73 ' 
·. 1 12 13 
3 22· 25 0 26 26 15 63 78 0 - 8 8 
5 20 . 25 16 15 31 9 43 52 15 ~1 16 
·11 14 25 ·23 27 so 1~ 41 ·55 12 12 ( 2 4 . 
9 23 ·n 19· 42 61 9 58 67 I 5 21~ 26 . 
, . 0 18 . 18 8 30 j8 24 10 34. 
. o 6 6 ,. .o 21 21 0 58 58 0 70 70 
0 10 10. o. 25 25 .0 28 28 0 50 50 
('! 
I•' 
·E . L E+L 
37 14 . 51 
42 145 187 
3} 187 '224 
28 1~"' 214 
24 93 . 117 
25 63 8 8 . 
~ 12 100 112 
20 84 104 
0 75 ' 75 
.. 














222 . 286 
283 363 
305 '351 .. 
172 241 · 
157 242 . 
244 298 
162 2 14 
230 2 30 
176 . 17.6 





Field -est1mated numbers of eggs (E) and larvae (L) of F. pusilia 
in 50 marked leaves .in each pf JS crown· regions, (_i-v) in Tree 3 
(Mountain Wflite Birch) at Pasa&ena Forest Nursery in ·1972 (Non-~:;-· 
Destructive Sample Table). · · ~ ... ,. · . · .: 
~ -: . ' 




• Total for a~l · region~ 
r., Date 
. . i ·• ii 
.. 
~-
\ ~· . E"'--- -'L ' E+ L . E . L E+L· 
7- June 0 o . o 0 . 0 0 0 
·.18- " -15 . p • 15 20 0 20 
. 28-
'· 
0 . '70 5~ 225 !: 282 
. ' .4 t! ., 
4._ July -. · · ·o · · 75 .· 75 
. . 
7- ·. . 0 . ' 80 80 95 : 232 237 
·11- .o so 
28-- \. "10 
3~ 
:o 10 o' 182 122 304 
. 9- . 
0 
'· 
0 252 220 427 
•CO 
0 . 37 37 ·. 202 '380 ·582 
. ' 
iii - iv v 
. E+L • 'E L . E+L 
. 0 0· _. 0 0 0 0 Q 
.. 
(/ 
22 0 22 32 3 35 35 9 -40 
• ! ' . . .. 
~-265 10 ~215 -225 405. '502 907 ~. 365 
17 145 Q 162 165 :272 437 . • " 42 582 624 
7 185 192 47 27.7 324 75· 750 . 825 
'· 
0 80 80 '\ 0 87" 87 52 80 '"132 
35 75 llO 100 137 . . 22' ' 159 " 
- ~ 
62 129 162 
lV 21.]/. 
399 625 65 . 49d' 
.. ii _ __, _ _ . . . 
. 
. 60 13 7 .. 19·7 295 912 612 567 1179 
.. 



















: 22-:1- 62 137 199 185 425 610 . .. 77 202.- . 279 . 2-12 999 685 ~ 640 1325 . . 1251 2161 
0 • • 
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APPENDIX ·rv. The pe.rcentages o~ m~rkedilea.ves., in ·-? · cro~ 
~ reg.ions (i-v). of Tree ·z. tn~t "(ere infested .. J 
' I ' 
• n • • 
'-with F. pusilla .i\1 19]2 • 
====~~==========~} 
C~wn Regions · 
ii iii iv ..... .. v 
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